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The Chamber’s Mark Lawrance
moderates the panel discussion
at the 21st Century Workforce
Literacy Summit, which attracted
more than 300 participants. 

D
oes enhancing the basic skills of Indiana’s workers matter? In a study released
earlier this year, the Indiana Chamber Foundation reported that approximately
1 million Hoosiers have literacy skills below the minimum standard for successful
employment in a knowledge-based economy.

At the 21st Century Workforce Literacy Summit (presented by the Indiana
Chamber and Verizon) in September, issue experts presented more numbers

that help answer that initial question with an emphatic yes. Consider the following:
• The annual cost to house an adult prisoner in the United States is $22,650; in contrast, the

price tag to provide adult education for one person for a year is $585
• Health care costs for the functionally illiterate are four times the national average
• American businesses spend more than $16 billion a year on teaching basic reading, writing

and mathematics skills. For the military, basic remediation costs
as much as $75 million a year

These facts were provided by Robert Wedgeworth, president
and CEO of ProLiteracy Worldwide. Wedgeworth was the speaker
for the Economic Club of Indianapolis’ opening luncheon of the
season. He also participated later in the day in the closing panel
discussion of the summit, which featured more than 300 participants.

Widespread impact
“Low literacy is tied to every socioeconomic problem in the

United States,” Wedgeworth told the more than 800 people at the
luncheon, adding that literacy challenges are spread throughout
the population. “The solutions have to be provided by educators,
employees and government.”

ProLiteracy is unveiling a 10-point public policy agenda yet
this year. Among the initiatives will be calls for a bold delivery
system, incentives to make the programs work and encouragement
for larger businesses to assist smaller businesses.

Progress in Kentucky
Cheryl King, vice president for Kentucky Adult Education

with the Kentucky Council on Postsecondary Education, has tackled
a similar challenge in her state. King (the subject of an earlier
BizVoice® story available online at www.bizvoicemagazine.com in
the March-April 2005 archives) has been instrumental in assisting
the Chamber and its allies in developing the workforce literacy
study and helping craft potential solutions.

Kentucky has increased the number of its employees enrolled
in short-term workforce training programs from 8,724 in 2000 to

more than 51,000 in 2004. Its virtual adult education programs, almost nonexistent in 2000
with 75 participants, included more than 11,000 people in the fall of 2004.

Program examples
The summit included examples of programs that are working well on a limited basis. They include:

• The Center of Workforce Innovations (also featured in BizVoice®, July-August 2005) serves as a workforce
investment board in Northwest Indiana. Linda Woloshansky, president and CEO, says one of the
organization’s goals is to match employers with available programs. Alliances have been established to
allow employees in particular industries to come together for basic skills training. Keys to success,
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she says, are to be market-driven, have champions driving the process and to maintain shared ownership.
• Keith Moenter, director of human resources at Sony DADC in Terre Haute, discussed the worker

attraction efforts of the Wabash Valley Advanced Manufacturing Cluster. Employers joined forces
to define the basic skills required for entry level positions, and a customized curriculum was created
and delivered. Students, workers and employers have benefited from the demand-driven approach.

• Pearson Education, with operations in Lebanon and Indianapolis, devised a program for the
potential advancement of its employees to higher-paying positions within the company. Company
funding and state grants pay for the on-site classes leading to an associate’s degree in logistics.
Of 50 initial enrollees, 22 graduated and five were promoted to leadership roles. The program
currently has its second class enrolled.

Andrew Penca, deputy commissioner of strategic research and development with the Indiana
Department of Workforce Development, outlined some of the challenges from state government’s
perspective. He described how Indiana’s program delivery structure was changing from 16 regions to 11.
Penca reiterated that the quality of the workforce is the biggest concern among site selection people.

Final thoughts
The presenters participated in the panel discussion that featured audience

questions and comments. Among the key points discussed:
• King said despite the fact that federal funding is not always user-friendly, groups

have to cooperate. “I see a lot of resources in Indiana, but they’re not always
working together. People have to get over it (and not worry about who is getting
credit for helping solve the problem).”

• Woloshansky notes: “We often provide marketing programs rather than solutions
to problems, and the marketing is not well carried out. We need a horizontal
market instead of the silo strategy. Programs need to be set up with a clear
return on investment. They need to be accountable.”

• Penca commented that, from the agency’s view, there is no preference on what
groups provide the services. One challenge, however, is different perceptions
of the definition of workforce literacy. A major part of the solution is to listen
to what employers have to say.

• Wedgeworth concluded that the lack of recognition of the problem is troubling.
“People simply don’t believe the numbers. Elements of our society are opposed
to this. They don’t want to provide additional funding for adult literacy.”

The Indiana Chamber and its task force team are working to overcome that
challenge. They are continuing to communicate the need and setting up a series
of regional visits across the state with small employer groups. The goals include
implementing successful pilot programs that can hopefully be expanded to other areas.
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Resource: Mark Lawrance, Chamber vice president for corporate development,
is leading the workforce literacy effort. He can be contacted at (317) 264-6893 or 
e-mail: mlawrance@indianachamber.com

The executive summary of the Chamber summary is available under the
Studies & Reports section of www.indianachamber.com

Discussing specific workforce
literacy initiatives were (from
left) Linda Woloshansky of The
Center for Workforce Innovations,
Keith Moenter of Sony DADC
and the Wabash Valley Advanced
Manufacturing Cluster and
Krissann Wampler of Pearson
Education.
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